ABSTRACT Effectively confronting device and circuit parameter variations to maintain or improve the design of high performance and energy efficient systems while satisfying historical standards for reliability and lower costs is increasingly challenging with the scaling of technology. In this paper, we develop methods for robust and resilient six-transistor-cell static random access memory (6T-SRAM) designs that mitigate the effects of device and circuit parameter variations. Our interdisciplinary effort involves: 1) using our own recently developed VAR-TX model [1] to illustrate the impact of interdie (also known as die-to-die, D2D) and intradie (also know as within-die, WID) process and operation variations-namely threshold voltage (Vth), gate length (L), and supply voltage (Vdd)-on future different 16-nm architectures and 2) using modified versions of other well-received models to illustrate the impact of variability due to temperature, negative bias temperature instability, aging, and so forth, on existing and next-generation technology nodes. Our goal in combining modeling techniques is to help minimize all major types of variability and to consequently predict and optimize speed and yield for the next generation 6T-SRAMs. aging, optimum architecture, reliability, type of variations, variability, yield. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Reliability concerns due to technology scaling have been a major focus of researchers and designers for several technology nodes. Therefore, many new techniques for enhancing and optimizing reliability have emerged particularly within the last five to ten years. This paper expands on our recently published model, called VAR-TX [1] , to make an interdisciplinary effort toward robust and resilient 6T-SRAM designs that mitigate the effects of device and circuit parameter variations in order to enhance system performance, energy efficiency, and reliability.
Our interdisciplinary effort involves using our own model VAR-TX (Sections IIB-IIC) along with popular existing models to mitigate not only the effects of process and operation variations covered by our own model (Sections VIA-VIF) but also the impact of other major types of variation such as temperature, NBTI, EM, soft error, etc., which are covered by existing models (Sections IVD-IVG), on the performance of next-generation SRAMs. Additionally, due to the crucial role of NBTI in the aging of devices and circuits, our interdisciplinary effort includes slightly modifying an existing model for older nodes introduced by Cao et al. [2] to show results and analysis from our model for the impact of supply voltage, temperature, and input control in static and dynamic operation on the delay degradation of next-generation SRAMs (Section VIG). Moreover, this paper reviews the progress in the community so far, discusses on-going research, and suggests future work, such as hardware and software collaboration (Section VII).
Athough this paper highlights the most prominent reliability concerns affecting both speed and power (dynamic, static, and leakage) for the sake of providing an elaborate coverage of variability sources, the focus of this paper is on the prediction and mitigation of the impact of the major type of variation affecting the performance and reliability of 6T-SRAM; to minimize the delay and delay variation; to predict and to optimize the speed and yield in upcoming 6T-SRAMs.
Design variability due to D2D and WID process variations has the potential to significantly reduce the maximum operating frequency and the effective yield of highperformance chips. This variability increases the access-time variance and mean of fabricated chips.
As device feature size shrinks, the impact of fabrication variability on product reliability, yield and cost is dramatically increased. Mismatched MOS transistors impact the performance more than ever because device dimensions and available signal swing are significantly reduced. As a main contributor to the overall performance of the system, memory subsystems are one of the components most vulnerable to the effects of variations (e.g., speed and power). Unwanted variation in SRAM may result in access-time and functional failures. Therefore, comprehensive investigation of feasible architectures and organizations is essential in confronting ever-growing scaling issues.
The performance and cost of a given on-chip SRAM requires investigating many alternatives. For example, one cannot compare two different SRAM organizations without comparing their access and cycle times, and chip area and power requirements.
Many modelling techniques have been proposed to minimize the impact of process variations in SRAM and cache, including chip-area models [3] , [4] , power/leakage models [3] , [5] - [8] , access-time models [9] - [11] , and failure probability models [10] - [12] . Newer techniques can also be used to combat process variations such as adaptive body biasing (ABB) [13] or chip-by-chip resource resizing in various micro-architectural structures [14] . However, these either have inherent costs, must be applied with great caution, or require modification of the chip architecture. Such costly complications demonstrate the importance of inexpensive and early modelling to determine an optimal design that will allow the SRAM to be more tolerant of variations (Section III).
Previously [1] , we proposed a novel hybrid analyticalempirical model that exhaustively computes and compares the sensitivity of different 6T-SRAM architectures to the variations in threshold voltage (Vth), gate length (L), and supply voltage (Vdd). This enables the user to select the architecture that gives the minimum delay and/or minimum delay variation while providing the maximum yield possible, for the given area and power constraints. In considering the sensitivity of the critical path to variations in both the overall architecture and within the individual devices, we not only added a new dimension to the path-based statistical timing analysis but also significantly improved upon the previous access-times models [10] , [11] , [15] , [16] -which neither considered architectural sensitivity nor all three parameter variations. We continue this brief review of our recently published model [1] in Sections IIB-IIC.
The main contributions of this paper include: 1. We argue previously published works that suggest square SRAM always produce minimum delays. We show that minimum access-time and/or access-time variation can be obtained from a non-square SRAM (Section VIA).
The six-transistor-cell static random access memory (6T-SRAM) ( Fig. 1) is the conventional choice for most on-chip memory designs. We do not change the circuit topology from the standard six-transistor cell because of previous studies discouraging this [17] , [18] . With power applied, SRAM provides permanent data storage.
Cell design requires balancing several factors including speed, silicon area, and power/leakage consumption [6] , [19] , [20] . This is challenging due to conflicting goals including 1) minimizing the cell area to achieve high density memory, reduce power, and reduce the cost of the chip; 2) maintaining cell stability with minimum voltage to prevent yield loss due to data corruption; 3) good soft error immunity 4) high cell read current to minimize access time; 5) minimum word line pulse width to conserve power (by reducing bitline swing); 6) low leakage current, especially for battery operated systems [19] .
For example, to maintain cell stability and good soft-error immunity while keeping access time short, one might specify 578 VOLUME 2, 2014 large transistor sizes [21] , but large transistors occupy more area and result in increased leakage. Similarly, improving static noise margin (SNM) with smaller pass transistors can lead to a worse write margin [19] . Transistor sizing and circuit styles for 6T-SRAM components (decoders, sense amps, etc.)-and the interconnect sizing, buffers, and SRAM array partitioning-must all be balanced with considerations to the delay, area, and power consumption.
B. A BRIEF REVIEW OF OUR MODEL ASSUMPTIONS AND IMPLEMENTATION VARIATION
VAR-TX [1] is a novel hybrid analytical-empirical model for computing the delay distribution of access-time that considers both D2D and architecture-dependent, spatially-correlated WID variations. We proposed a model for D2D and WID device threshold voltage (Vth), length (L), and supply voltage (Vdd) variations and showed how the delay distribution can be efficiently computed using delay sensitivities. VAR-TX enables the user to predict the delay and delay variability in future 16-nm on-chip conventional 6T-SRAMs, given input specifications, area, power constraints, SRAM size and shape, number of columns, word-size, etc.
Here is the abstract review of the derivation process for our path-based approach to statistical timing analysis:
1. Compute the sensitivities and store them in tables. 2. Compute the D2D component of the path delay. 3. Express the WID component of the path delay variation as an analytical expression of the device parameter variation.
4. Combine the two components (D2D and WID) of the path delay variations to obtain the joint path delay distribution.
5. Optimize the delay through the examination of all feasible architectures to achieve maximum yield.
For our D2D modelling we exploited the property that for each parameter (Vth, L, Vdd), the corresponding gate delay in D p,D2D (critical path delay D P due to D2D) shares a single random variable. Therefore, the D2D variation of D P due to each parameter can be computed separately through enumeration of the distribution of Vth, L, and Vdd (Vth D2D , L D2D , and Vdd D2D ).
For WID variations P WID , there are both correlated (systematic) and random components. To capture this effect, we use the method introduced by Agarwal [15] . The SRAM area is divided into a multi-level quad-tree partitioning (Fig. 2) . We chose six levels of quadrants (sufficient partitioning for our first order analysis) with the top quadrant the entire SRAM and the bottom quadrant the devices. For each quadrant, we generate a random variable according to a normal distribution.
Our hybrid analytical-empirical model was partially built on the empirical data collected from the results of numerous restricted simulations on SRAMs composed of the latest complex circuits. (The simulation is restricted to select critical paths for much shorter run-time). All circuits were designed at the transistor level, with each transistor in the circuit subject to random and spatially-correlated systematic fluctuations [15] ). Only 3 levels of 6 quadrants are shown to avoid cluttering [1] .
of Vth, L, and Vdd. Our model also includes layout parasitics (e.g., the resistance and capacitance of all the bitlines (wires) and wordlines (wires) in the 6T-cell array). To capture the effect of Vdd variation we first eliminated most of the supply voltage static IR drop ('IR-drop') and dynamic Ldi/dt variation (primarily from dynamic switching) by adding decoupling capacitors (at the cost of increased gate oxide area and consequently increased oxide leakage) in the empirically found crucial locations of our SRAM circuits [22] . After reducing the initial Vdd variation, we modeled the remaining Vdd variation in the same way we modeled the length, but with only half the variance of L, based on a prior investigation [22] . Such modeling makes sense logically as the initial/untreated Vdd variation for future nodes (i.e., 16-nm) could reach 10% [23] , [24] , with post-treated variation having both random and systematic components [25] (Section IVA).
Although labour-intensive (mainly during the data collection for sensitivities step), the construction of a hybrid analytical-empirical model such as this one takes a reasonable time on a small cluster (weeks, not months). The initial expensive sensitivity analysis characterization involved in the flow is compensated for by the time savings in the subsequent short run-times. While Hspice Monte-Carlo simulations for each of the many possible configurations of the actual large SRAM circuits can take days (which makes such alternatives comparatively quite expensive), VAR-TX carries out the same analysis in minutes. Despite the time savings, for the circuits we have chosen, our model produces delay estimates within 8% of Hspice results.
A total independent variation of 8.8% for the WID sigma of Vth, 4.4% for L, and 2% for Vdd were assumed for our variability analysis of 16-nm node. For D2D independent variance we assumed 4% for either of Vth and L, and 2% for Vdd, based on ITRS [23] . Our simulations are based on ASU Predictive Technology Models (PTM) [26] . Sixty different transistor models, each with a different value of V TH 0 , were used to model Vth variations for our SRAM circuits. To model gate length variations, we stipulated 20 different values of deviation from the standard minimum-size transistor length. Finally, we modelled Vdd variations using two extreme cases: the default supply voltage plus 1-sigma and the default Vdd less 1-sigma.
We verified the accuracy of our model assumptions through Monte Carlo simulations and validated our model optimization capability by comparing our access-time results with those obtained by Mukhopadhyay and VARIUS [1] , [10] , [11] . By considering more than one hundred different selected worst case critical paths spanning different regions in our quad-tree modeling that we found through experimental results, similar to the method introduced by Bowman [27] , we were able to incorporate not just the correlated, but also the uncorrelated and partially correlated paths. We showed that our proposed approach produces very accurate results [1] .
C. OUR MODEL OPTIMIZATION
In addition to computing the access time of a given SRAM system, VAR-TX performs exhaustive computations and comparisons based on the user entry (e.g., SRAM size, word-size) using its embedded library of lookup tables (constructed from the linearized device delays for different configurations) to provide the minimum-access-time architecture/organization that satisfies a given desired power and area requirement from the modelled alternatives. VAR-TX does this first phase of our optimization within thirty seconds, even for large SRAM circuits with nearly countless critical parameter fluctuations. VAR-TX also provides a measure of the expected variability in this minimum access-time.
Once the best architecture is found by our VAR-TX modeling methodology in the first phase of our optimization process, we additionally perform our sensitivity adjustments (such as bitline, interconnect width, and pitch optimization) in the second phase of our optimization process to further minimize the variability effects (including aging, such as EM and NBTI) and thus maximize the reliability of our design.
III. TYPE OF VARIATION
As node sizes decrease in order to achieve higher integration and lower cost, variation impacts are becoming more critical in the design of SRAM technologies. For example, in the 65-nm node, variation effects can be avoided by guardbanding the design and following recent advances in design development. However, in smaller geometries such as 22-nm or 16-nm, we are required to perform careful variation effect analysis by understanding the potential impacts of different types of variation on our design. A recent report by SOlido shows that 65% of engineers surveyed see variation effects as their top concern for analysis in the next few years [28] .
There are three types of variation to consider: Operational: environmental and loading variations. For example, the voltage of the power supply (V), temperature (T), and different loading conditions. In the design of SRAM, there may be different conditions in the actual implementation which can make them function differently than intended. The environmental fatigue phenomena-negative bias temperature instability (NBTI), hot carrier Injection (HCI), gate current shifts, shot noise, thermal noise, random telegraph noise (RTN)-are examples of temporal variations that could also be placed in this category.
Fabrication: global and local process variations (PV). Global variations have been historically analysed through corner-based models, but now, as nodes become smaller, the local effects are starting to be almost as important as the global effects. Therefore, they have to be considered as well when using Monte Carlo based tools. Implementation: layout-based variation effects. Physical parasitic effects have been one of the design challenges during the last two decades. Similarly, power integrity connectivity effects for supply demand have increasingly become a concern in the last few years. More recently, the concern has been layout-dependent effects, which involve changes in electrical characteristics (such as Vth and effective length (L eff )) of specific devices depending on where they are placed within the SRAM.
Alternatively, the sources of hardware variation can be classified into four groups: 1) Manufacturing, 2) Environment, 3) Vendor, 4) Aging. These types of variations are explained by Gupta P. et al. in their recent work [29] .
Designers often have to make a choice between running fewer simulations, which means there is less predictability in the quality of the design, or do more simulations, which run the risk of increased validation cost. This represents the fundamental challenge for today's designers: choosing between over-or under-designing.
IV. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF VARIABILITY IN SRAM
In this section we provide the most prominent reliabilityrelated design challenges we took into consideration during the process of making VAR-TX [1] . The purpose is to provide a glimpse of the challenges that future technology will need to successfully confront in order to create higher performance chips without sacrificing the reliability aspects of the manufactured product.
In this section we discuss the impacts of such crucial design challenges as supply voltage, temperature, wire delay variability, SNM, soft errors, and NBTI on the variability analysis of 6T-SRAM. In Section VI, we present our selected simulation results.
A. IMPACT OF SUPPLY VOLTAGE (Vdd)
As mentioned in Section IIB, the main causes of Vdd variation are static IR-drop and Ldi/dt drop due to dynamic switching.
The amount of DC change in the power supply voltage (IR-drop) is a function of the average value of the current that the circuit draws from the power supply network, which randomly varies temporally and spatially. As a result, the spatial variation of the IR-drop across the power distribution 580 VOLUME 2, 2014 network is usually considered unpredictable. Additionally, power-saving techniques such as clock gating and sleep transistor logic tend to increase the variability of spatial and temporal IR-drop distributions across the chip [25] .
Although the resistance of the package is quite small, the inductance of the package leads is significant in both wire-bond and C4 bump arrays. This causes a voltage drop (the di/dt drop) at the pad locations due to the time-varying current drawn by the devices on the die. Therefore, the voltage at the device-level is the Vdd minus the IR-drop and Ldi/dt-drop [30] . Decoupling capacitance is inserted to eliminate most IR-drop and Ldi/dt variation.
Excessive voltage drops in the power grid reduce switching speeds and noise margins and inject noise which might lead to functional failures. High average current densities lead to undesirable wear on the metal wires due to electromigration (EM). Therefore, the challenge in the design of a power distribution network is achieving excellent voltage regulation at the consumption points while considering the wide fluctuations in power demand across the chip, as well as minimizing the area of the metal layers.
One mitigation technique [18] aims at effectively confronting this type of variability challenge through the collaboration of hardware with software. Although the resilient circuits ensure correct system operation within the presence of dynamic variations, a hardware-only solution is purely reactive. Allowing software, such as the operating system or some form of runtime layer, to monitor the recovery cycles in a resilient hardware might enable a more efficient system design by anticipating future events based on the workload. Recent experimental results [18] show that the occurrence of Vdd drops varies widely across the different programs. By giving software the capability to monitor recovery cycles in the resilient hardware, we can track the optimum F clk setting for each workload, store these values, and then reuse this information during subsequent executions. In this way, software can predict the optimal F clk setting based on previous measurements to enhance the performance and energy [18] . This is discussed further in Section VII.
B. IMPACT OF TEMPERATURE ON CURRENT (I d )
An increase in temperature impacts the performance of SRAM. Delay and power suffer from increases in temperature due to the adverse impact of temperature on the drain current and interconnect resistance. Therefore, in our analysis of the temperature dependency of delay, power [31] , and performance of SRAM, we consider both the change in the drain current of the transistors on the critical path and the change in the wire resistance of the bitlines and wordlines.
First, the analysis of the drain current and its dependency on temperature is the basis for the delay propagation (t p ) and leakage current (I leak ), both of which relate to the temperature-dependent parameters used in the drain current. While we have used drain current equations derived from short-channel devices [33] for our SRAM modeling and simulations, in this section we have adapted equations (1)- (2) derived from long-channel devices [33] for show-casing and simplicity. The drain currents for this section may also be derived from short-channel devices for controversially higher accuracy at the expense of higher complexity. Referring to the drain current equations below (Eqs. 1 and 2, which are sufficiently accurate for our first-order analysis), the temperature affects certain variables such as the mobility and threshold voltage-which determine I d (drain current), I d,sat (drain current in saturation), and R eq (equivalent resistance) of the transistors on the critical path. The two equations correspond to the saturation and triode modes, respectively:
where µ is the charge-carrier effective mobility, Cox (which is equal to e ox /t ox ) is the gate oxide capacitance per unit area, W is the gate width, L is the gate length, V gs is the potential difference between the gate and source of a transistor, Vth is the threshold voltage, and V min represents the potential difference between the drain and source of a transistor. During the access operation (and read operation), the access transistor (A L in Fig. 1 ) is in saturation mode and the pull-down transistor (N L in Fig. 1 ) is in triode mode. A similar principal applies to the write operation, except that instead of the left access transistor A L operating in the saturation mode, the right access transistor A R operates in the triode mode while the pull-up transistor P R operates in the saturation mode.
An increase in temperature decreases the mobility, µ, as shown in the following equation:
Typical electron mobility for Si at room temperature (300K) is 1400 cm 2 /(V.s) and the hole mobility is around 450 cm 2 /(V.s).
Similarly, an increase in temperature leads to a decrease in the threshold voltage, as shown in the following equation:
The temperature dependence of mobility, threshold voltage and resistance along with their typical values for the parameters used in Eqs. (3) and (4) are summarized in Table 1 [32] .
According to Eqs. (3) and (4), both the mobility (µ) and the threshold voltage (Vth) decrease with an increase in temperature. However, the decrease in µ is slightly larger than the decrease in Vth, comparatively. Looking back at Eqs. (1) and (2), we observe that the impact of a temperature increase on the drain current will not be dramatic, simply because the changes in Vth(T) and µ(T) are approximately equal and opposite in sign. The authors of VARIUS [11] express the partial cancellation of µ and Vth temperature dependency by illustrating the relation between these two parameters in the toggling frequency equation below:
where α is typically 1.3 and µ is the mobility of carriers (µ(T ) ≡ T −1.5 ). As Vth decreases, (V − Vth) increases and the gate becomes faster. As T increases, V − V th (T ) increases, but µ(T) decreases [11] . The second factor dominates and, with higher T, the gate becomes slower, though not dramatically, especially for nodes of 45-nm or larger.
The impact of temperature on T g , however, is expected to be more pronounced for future technology nodes (i.e., 16-nm) when the operating temperature can vary from −30C to 175C (e.g., in automotive context) which will result in several tens of percent performance change and several orders of magnitude sleep power variation [23] , [24] .
This analytical equation assumes that the equivalent load-capacitance, C L , is identical for both the high-to-low, t pHL , and low-to-high, t pLH transitions, with R eqn and R eqp representing the equivalent on-resistance of the NMOS and PMOS, respectively. Typically, the on-resistance of NMOS and PMOS are set to be approximately equal (through transistor sizing) so that they have identical propagation delays t p for both rising and falling inputs.
C L in Eq. (6) represents the total load capacitance, which is composed of input, diffusion and gate capacitances of the NMOS and PMOS transistors of the inverter [33] . C L increases as the temperature increases mainly due to the junction capacitance (C j ), affecting the diffusion capacitances of the NMOS and PMOS transistors. C L also increases due to K eqn and/or K eqp , but only slightly (K eqn and K eqp are multiplication factors for NMOS and PMOS, respectively, and relate the linearized capacitor to the value of the junction capacitance under the zero-bias condition). The detailed definitions/descriptions of the components of C L as well as their associated residual dependency to temperature can be found in [31] and [33] .
R eq in Eq. (6) is related to the saturated drain current, I DSAT -which, in turn, is related to µ and Vth (two temperature-dependent parameters)-through the following equations [33] :
with
where λ is an empirical parameter called the channel-length modulation. In general, λ is proportional to the inverse of the channel length. In shorter transistors (such as those used in 16-nm technology), the drain-junction depletion region presents a larger fraction of the channel, and the channelmodulation effect is more pronounced. V DSAT is the saturation drain voltage. By applying the equations presented in this section to 16-nm technology, we can observe the impact of temperature on I d,sat , I d,triode ( Fig. 3 ; wire delay equation from Table 1 ). The equation involving the temperature dependency of wire delay is given in Table 1 , and will be discussed in the next section.
For the temperature range of 27 • C to 125 • C, the average I d drop is less than 1% per • C, though is more than 2% per • C for 27 to 55 • C.
C. IMPACT OF TEMPERATURE ON INTERCONNECT
In addition to its impact on the drain current, an increase in temperature results in an increase in the resistivity (R) of a conductor of uniform cross-section length which, in turn, increases the delay (t) of the interconnects (widely known as Elmore delay):
where τ is the time constant; R is the resistance; and C is the capacitance.
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Wire delay also depends on temperature due to temperature dependency of the resistivity component of wire [32] :
where, α R is the resistance temperature coefficient of the interconnect. The typical value of α R in copper is 0.004 (Table 1) . Unsurprisingly, the wire delay has a linear relation to the wire resistivity and increases with temperature at an approximate rate of 0.4% per degree centigrade. Studies [32] show that the increase in temperature of interconnects used in commercial 65-nm technology is about 6.8 • C, and this translates into approximately a 2.72% increase in the interconnect delay. This means the impact of temperature on the delay of typical interconnects used in contemporary SRAM chips today is not significant, especially as compared to the impact of temperature on leakage current [11] . This impact, although currently insignificant, may become significant in 16-nm SRAMs experiencing accelerated aging due to wires and transistors wearing out faster due to higher temperatures. Degradation can be noticeable within a few milliseconds and may not saturate for several years [24] . In Section VI, we discuss how the combined drain current decrease and wire delay increase (due to temperature increase) impact the access-time and performance of 16-nm 64KB SRAM.
The extended version of process, voltage, temperature (PVT) variations and their reduction techniques are discussed in J. Samandari-Rad's and others' work [31] , [34] . We extend our sensitivity analysis regarding the temperature (T), supply voltage (Vdd), and current (I d ) in Section IVG, where we discuss the impact of these parameters on aging of the existing and next generation CMOS designs.
D. PARAMETERS IMPACTING AGING
Studies have shown that all major aging effects exhibit a temperature dependency, as in Arrhenius' Law [35] . An aging effect λ EFF has the property [34] : (11) where E a is the activation energy (which is specific for a certain aging process), kis Boltzmann's constant, and T is the temperature. For existing technology nodes (i.e., 22-nm), the critical aging effects include negative bias temperature instability (NBTI), random telegraph noise (RTN), electromigration (EM), Time-Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB), and Hot Carrier Injection (HCI).
While the exact mechanism causing NBTI is still a topic of active research, a common explanation is that high electric fields in the gate region cause the activation of traps in the gate material which when filled create a fixed charge that changes the surface potential and in turn causes the threshold voltage to shift [34] . NBTI primarily affects pMOS devices and exhibits itself on two time scales. The first is a short time constant (ns regime) phenomenon whereby a device under high gate voltage stress will exhibit a threshold voltage higher than normal for a short period of time, with subsequent return to normal after the stress is removed. The second is a slow and steady change in the threshold voltage over time as traps get permanently filled [34] . Fig. 4 shows a plot of threshold voltage increase after seven years of operation for a range of technologies.
FIGURE 4.
The prediction of V th increase in 7 years due to NBTI [34] . in the oxide, and will be emitted back into the channel after a period of time. Multiple capture/emission events can occur at the same time ( Fig. 5(b) ).
In Eq. (12) [36] Cao et al. models the impact of RTN on digital circuits, where V ov = V gs − V th is the gate overdrive voltage and β and λ are fitted by experimental data. Using PTM device library, the above model that Vth of a 16-nm device can be as much as 130mV.
As briefly mentioned earlier, one of the challenges resulting from the decreasing chip feature size is increased current densities carried by interconnects, as confirmed by ITRS [23] . These large currents cause various reliability problemsamongst which electromigration (EM) is dominant. EM is caused by momentum transfer between the flowing electrons and copper atoms whose positions gradually move over time. Simply put, EM is caused by the erosion of metal interconnects through ion movement. Failures due to EM typically VOLUME 2, 2014 manifest themselves as shorts (hillocks), opens or increased wire resistance (void) [37] . Fig. 6 illustrates an instance of such EM-related failures. FIGURE 6. Hillocks and voids induced by electromigration with high current density in a Cu interconnect [92] .
In addition, apart from the property expressed in Eq. (11), λ EM is also affected by the thermal gradients on a chip. In this case the time dependency of electromigration becomes:
where T joule is the change in heat energy resulting from local power consumption and not from heat conducted from elsewhere in the chip.
An additional effect that shortens chip lifespans is thermal cycling-which induces stress through periodic heating and cooling-modelled through the Coffin-Manson equation [34] , [38] .
where N represents the expected number of cycles until a failure occurs, C is a material constant, T is the change in temperature, and the exponent q is the experimentally determined Coffin-Mason exponent with q ∈ [39], [40] . Of the two other temperature-related effects impacting the circuit aging, TDDB [41] results in conductive paths due to the breakdown of the dielectric through the formation of traps caused by high electric fields and HCI [41] is caused when hot carriers in a source-drain current attain sufficient energy to be injected into gate oxide to form traps [34] .
To keep the scope of this research in bound, of the aging parameters briefly discussed in this paper, we focus only on NBTI (by discussing it in further detail in Section IVG) since NBTI has become the most prominent of these phenomena and has received widespread attention in the community.
E. IMPACT OF STATIC-NOISE MARGIN (SNM)
The noise margin of a SRAM cell is defined as the minimum amount of DC noise required to flip the state of the cell [42] . The SNM of a cell is often used as a measure of the robustness of an SRAM cell against flipping [43] . It represents the resilience of the design in the event of a disturbance.
As CMOS technology continues to scale down, SNM decreases with successive technology generations [44] . Fig. 7 shows how nominal SNM changes with supply V CC (namely Vdd) from 32-nm to 15-nm for junctionless (JL) fin fieldeffect transistors (FinFETs) 6T-SRAM. With increasing V CC , FIGURE 7. Nominal SNM as a function of working V CC for high density design JL FinFET 6T-SRAM cells. Note that for successive technology nodes, SNM decreases when V CC min is held fixed. Conversely, V CC min increases when SNM is held fixed. The inset plot refers to higher doping levels (e.g., ND = 3 × 10 19 cm −3 ) [45] .
the SNM diverges for different technologies with differences of up to 20 mV at V CC = 0.9 V. As cell density increases, power consumption becomes a crucial consideration requiring reduction of V CC to conserve both dynamic and leakage power. The minimum working supply voltage V CC min is thus an important metric for judging the viability of a cell design [45] . In general, for a fixed SNM, V CC min increases with scaling. Fig. 7 shows, for instance, how enforcing SNM of 0.2 V causes V CC min to increase from 0.516 V at the 32-nm node to 0.540 V at 15-nm. In addition to SNM, static/dynamic read and write noise margins also affect V CC min . However, considering all such metrics would raise many more design issues outside the scope of this paper.
It is desirable to have a sufficiently large noise margin to ensure that flipping does not occur. However, an increase in SNM makes the cell difficult to write by increasing its data holding capability, which increases write failures. This means that, although the SNM can be increased by careful sizing, the cumulative/joint failure probability of SRAM is not reduced correspondingly.
For example, reducing the size of the access transistors (A L and A R in Fig. 1 ) improves the SNM [10] , [43] and therefore, decreases read-failure probability. At the same time, the write-failure probability increases ( Fig. 8(a) ). Hence, the reduction in the sizes of access transistors that results in a maximum SNM does not necessarily correspond to a minimum-failure probability ( Fig. 8(a) ). Moreover, increasing the size of all the transistors in a cell by the same factor does not modify the SNM. However, an increase in the size of all the transistors in a cell considerably reduces its failure probability by reducing the standard deviation of the Vth variation ( Fig. 8(b) ) [10] .
In short, Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) show that an increase in the SNM does not necessarily reduce the overall failure probability and an SNM-based analysis of the cell does not directly correspond to the memory failure probability and 584 VOLUME 2, 2014 FIGURE 8. Variation of SNM and failure probability with (a) width of the access transistors; and (b) normalized cell area [10] .
yield. Hence, a statistical analysis and design of the cells and memory architecture is necessary to ensure acceptable yield in the nano-meter regime. Our proposed model VAR-TX [1] and the simulation results presented in this paper provide such statistical analysis and design of the cells and memory architecture.
F. IMPACT OF SOFT ERRORS
Soft errors involve changes to data but not changes in the physical circuit [46] . Therefore, a soft error may be corrected by rewriting the data where it was lost with no adverse effects to the circuit. Soft errors can occur on transmission lines, in digital logic, analog circuits, magnetic storage, and elsewhere, but are most commonly known in memory, which may occupy more than 70% of the chip area [23] , [47] .
Mastipuram et al. posit that with continuous downscaling of CMOS technologies, memories and logic become more susceptible to radiation increases [48] . Radiation can come from atmospheric neutrons or on-chip radioactive impurities [34] . The increase in the susceptibility of smaller node memories and logic to radiation is linked to the fact that the soft error rate has an exponential relationship to the critical charge Q crit , the minimum amount of charge that can flip a data value in a memory cell [49] . Since Q crit is smaller in newer nodes due to having smaller sensitive depletion area and smaller supply voltage, the newer nodes have higher soft error rates, especially for SRAMs below 40-nm [50] . Aggressive voltage scaling greatly reduces each cell's capacitance increasing vulnerability to low energy alpha particles, or cosmic rays [51] , [52] . SRAMs are more vulnerable to soft errors than logic, since memory cells lack transient masking mechanisms and they are much denser. The density makes SRAM cells much more susceptible to process-induced transistor variability, which strongly impacts Q crit [34] .
The adverse impact of soft errors on reliability in newer nodes is exacerbated by multiple-bit/multiple-cell upsets (MCU)-which results in an increased MCU occurrence with respect to the total number of upsets [53] . According to recent measurements [53] , despite the fact that the soft error rate for a single memory cell or latch has decreased, the capacity on a chip has increased faster than the soft error rate change. For example, the transition from the 130-nm to the 65-nm technology node has reduced the soft error rate by about a factor of 2 in SRAMs. But at the same time, memory capacity has increased faster, resulting in an increase in the system soft error rate. Table 2 [50] shows the single event upset (SEU) rate per microprocessor in various technologies [51] . SEU rate (or soft error rate, SER) is the rate at which a device or system encounters or is predicted to encounter soft errors.
Beyond the increase in SEU rate per microprocessor, power efficiency forces designers to reduce the voltage via sophisticated techniques like dynamic voltage scaling or near sub-threshold voltage which decreases and consequently increases the soft error rate [34] .
Giving our highest priority to performance and reliability over power saving considerations, we used interleaving architecture in our design (that we used for our VAR-TX modelling) to reduce the probability of SEU and MCU occurrence. That is, instead of using dynamic voltage scaling or near sub-threshold voltage that could affect performance and reli-VOLUME 2, 2014 ability, we used, among others, the interleaving architecture design (accessing non-adjacent cells at a time) for soft error occurrence reduction. The interleaving architecture allows the configuration of having the bits of each word of multiple interleaved words scattered with an equal distance from each other on each row, which has the benefit of higher tolerance to soft errors compared to low voltage, single or multiple noninterleaved words per row scenarios. Distributing the bits of a word over the row reduces the number of soft errors caused by a single radiation event [33] , [54] .
Overall, it is predicted that with existing technology, soft errors will increase in the upcoming nodes, reversing the longterm trend of the past. Similarly, multi-cell upsets will become much more frequent.
G. IMPACT OF NEGATIVE BIAS TEMPERATURE INSTABILITY (NBTI)
The rapid scaling of CMOS technology has resulted in new reliability concerns, such as negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) and non-conductive stress (NCS), among others [2] , [55] - [58] . NBTI has become the primary limiting factor of circuit lifetime. As briefly explained in Section IVD, NBTI primarily affects pMOS devices, since they almost always operate with negative gate-to-source voltage; however, the very same mechanism also affects n-channel MOS (nMOS) transistors when biased in the accumulation regime, i.e., with a negative bias applied to the gate. NBTI manifests itself as an increase in the threshold voltage (Vth) and a consequent decrease in the drain current and transconductance (gm)-the ratio of the current change at the output port to the voltage change at the input port; gm = I out / V in . The degradation exhibits logarithmic dependence on time [55] , [59] .
NBTI degradation is frequency independent [60] , [61] but increases with supply voltage (Vdd) and temperature [62] . Experimental data further indicate that NBTI worsens exponentially with thinner gate oxide and higher operating temperature [62] - [64] . In fact, since the gate oxide became thinner than 4 nm (as in nodes below 32-nm), NBTI has gradually become the dominant factor to limit circuit lifetime [2] , [65] . If not appropriately provisioned for, the degradation due to NBTI may result in up to 50 mV shifts in the threshold voltage (Vth) throughout the lifetime of a circuit, which translates to more than a 20% degradation in the circuit speed, or in extreme cases, to a functional failure [62] , [66] . Therefore, for nano-scale CMOS circuits, it is essential to develop design methods to understand, simulate, and minimize the degradation of circuit performance in the presence of NBTI, in order to ensure reliable circuit operation over a desired period of time.
With the introduction of High-K Metal gates, a new degradation mechanism, Positive Bias Temperature Instabilities (PBTI), has appeared. The PBTI affects the NMOS transistor when positively biased [67] . Since, in this particular case, no interface states are generated and 100% of the Vth degradation may be recovered, the impact of PBTI is not as severe as that of NBTI.
Traditionally, guardbanding has been used to protect against NBTI. For example, the operating frequency can be reduced or the supply voltage can be increased to offset the degradation over the lifetime of a design. Unfortunately, guardbanding incurs a throughput or power cost over the lifetime of a circuit, even though NBTI degradation does not fully accumulate until the end of the lifetime. As such, several dynamic, architecture-level approaches [68] - [71] have been proposed to mitigate NBTI degradation. Evaluation of architecture-level approaches to mitigate NBTI degradation is typically based on analytical degradation models, like Eq. (15) [72] :
where A NBTI is a constant that depends on the aging rate, t ox is oxide thickness, C ox is gate capacitance per unit area, E 0 , E a , and K are fitting constants, and, t stress is time. Even though the above equation describes NBTI degradation over time at the device level, its accuracy to evaluate NBTI effect at the architecture-level may be limited, simply because it does not account for scenarios like dynamic voltage scaling, averaging effects across logic paths, and different activity and power management schemes [62] . To mitigate these shortcomings, many recent studies have proposed techniques to alleviate the impact of NBTI induced degradation, from the device and circuit-level [55] , [65] , [69] , [70] , [73] , [74] to the architecture-level [68] , [75] - [77] . At the device and circuit level, a closed form solution for Vth (Eq. 16) [55] has been proposed that includes the dependency of Vth (or aging) on dynamic voltage scaling Vdd (the missing factor in Eq. (15) , where Vdd is not dynamic but fixed) to enable the designers estimate the aging for various technology nodes with higher accuracy. The model in Eq. (16) is the derivative of a differential equation given in [55] and [78] , that accounts for trap energy ET, trap energy distribution f (ET), Fermi energy level EF, and Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS). Eq. (16) predicts the dependence of device degradation as a function of Vdd, t ox , and temperature (T) under multiple Vdd in DVS operation-where A, B, and C are relatively constant.
The log(1+Ct') term models the stress/recovery phase behaviour to determine if the device undergoes stress or recovery when Vdd is changed. Given the value of Vth change at t=0 ( Vth 0 ), stress time experienced by the device (t ), and the supply voltage to be operated (Vdd'), we can predict whether the degradation increases or recovers. Based on this BTI model, we can predict the Vth shift assuming that the device is stressed under Vdd' from time t = 0 to t = t'. The degradation increases further if:
Otherwise, the degradation recovers until it reaches equilibrium [55] . This condition at the boundary of supply voltage change allows the accurate aging prediction under DVS operation.
FIGURE 9.
The Vth shift under DVS is non-monotonic, containing two parts: one for the constant stress ( c ) and the other for the dynamic aging ( d ) [79] . Fig. 9 illustrates Vth shift under DVS. When the stress voltage changes from V 1 to a lower V 2 at t = t 1 , the behaviour of Vth degradation (aging) changes. Since the degradation is highly sensitive to the voltage (Eq. 16), dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) leads to different amounts of circuit aging. In this case, the traps (Fig. 5) emit some of the charge carriers, and the number of occupied traps reaches a new equilibrium [79] .
Thus, Vth after t 1 has two parts:
where c is the stress part under V 2 and d is the dynamic part before reaching the equilibrium [79] . When V 2 < V 1 , d behaves as a recovery:
where is the difference between the aging under V 1 and that under V 2 at t = t 1 , as shown in Fig. 9 [79] . If V 2 > V 1 , d behaves as an accelerated stress. Eventually the degradation converges to the stress under V 2 [79] .
At the architecture level, techniques have been proposed to bias input vectors to mitigate aging [75] , enhance throughput at the expense of aging in a multi-core environment [76] , monitor and adapt to estimated processor lifetimes [71] , [80] , perform aging-aware scheduling [77] , and apply voltage scaling [72] or power gating [68] to mitigate the effects of aging.
Gupta et al. [62] report that due to the underlying physical phenomena that cause NBTI, the degradation is front-loaded by nature. As illustrated in Fig. 10 , this means that the rate of degradation is rapid in the early lifetime and slows down considerably under continued stress.
For our NBTI analysis, we adopt the method/results introduced by two of the most recent reputable works. The first [2] , [55] , [59] , [79] relies on device-level analytical models and the second [62] utilizes its proposed flexible numerical FIGURE 10. An NBTI model [62] vs. measurement data by W. Wang et al. [93] .
model for NBTI degradation analysis. We use a combination of these two models for our NBTI analysis to estimate the impact of both device-level and architecture-level techniques on NBTI degradation accurately and efficiently. In Section VIG we illustrate and analyze the impact of NBTI on the performance of logic/SRAM circuits under various operating conditions, such as supply voltage, temperature, and input vectors, to show that given a circuit topology and input switching activity, it is possible to efficiently predict the degradation of circuit speed over a long period of time for the next generation nodes (i.e., 16-nm). 
V. FAILURE IN SRAM
The 6T-SRAM cell consists of two N-type access transistors and two cross-coupled CMOS inverters (Fig. 11) . Large mismatches in transistor strengths due to scaling (or fluctuations in die electrical characteristics) can cause the cell to fail.
SRAM cell failures can be classified into four categories: read, write, access-time, and hold failures.
Read failure occurs when the cell state flips during a SRAM cell read. Because a voltage divider exists between BL (precharged at VDD) and GND, V (the node L voltage, a 0 in Fig. 11 ) is raised from zero to V read through A L and N L . If V read exceeds the tripling voltage, V trip , of the (N R , P R ) inverter, the cell state flips-a read failure. Fluctuations in the Vth of A L and N L (or of the N R /P R Vth) lead to large variations in V read (or V trip , respectively) [17] .
Write failure occurs when a memory cell does not register an input change correctly. Because a voltage divider exists between BR (at GND) and VDD, V r transitions to V write through A R and P R when a zero is written to node R in place VOLUME 2, 2014 of an original one. The write fails if V write is larger than the V trip of the (N L , P L ) inverter. Vth variations in A R and P R , and also in A L and P L -typically the smallest transistors in the cell-cause large variations in V write . This V write ambiguity means a high write-failure probability [17] .
Access time failure: The access time of a cell (T access ) is the time required to develop a predefined voltage between BL and BR. When node L stores a zero, BL will discharge through A L and N L in a read operation. The A L and N L strengths influence the discharge speed. Vth variations in these transistors cause a spread in T access [17] . If T access exceeds the maximum tolerable limit (T lim it ), an access time failure occurs.
Hold failure is the destruction of the cell content in standby mode with the application of a lower supply voltage VH (below 0.5V in our 16-nm node, primarily to reduce leakage in standby mode) [10] .
Read, write, access-time, and hold failure probabilities are highly sensitive to Vth variation [17] and considerably sensitive to L and Vdd variations [10] and can be as high as 0.15 for 16-nm nodes [18] . If, in addition to process variations, other types of variations-such as lifetime variations, external noise, and intrinsic noise (all of which are defined in [18] and briefly discussed in the previous sections of this paper)-are taken into account, this cell failure probability can be even higher.
FIGURE 12. SRAM variability-induced failure rates for various technologies [18] . Fig. 12 predicts the impact of scaling (independent of other possible effects) on the failure rates for the SRAM. The x-axis shows the relevant technology nodes and the y-axis shows the estimated SRAM bit-cell failure rate due to manufacturinginduced variability.
The curves in Fig. 12 that are labelled Write and Disturb show the failure rates (due to write and read-disturb mechanisms) for a conventionally scaled SRAM bit cell, and the curves labeled Write(Big) and Disturb(Big) show failure rates due to the same mechanisms for an SRAM bit-cell that is approximately 40 percent larger in size. We can make the following two observations from Fig. 12 [18]:
1. SRAM failure rates will continue to be a problem and will require even more circuit and architectural innovations (perhaps beyond the existing redundancy and error correction techniques) to combat increasing manufacturing variability.
2. Enlarging the SRAM bit cell (reverse scaling) seems to be a moderately effective technique in controlling the impact of variability and may be used locally to create hardened portions of a design, but at a significant cost in layout density.
In addition to the reverse scaling remedy, a moderate increase in power supply has proven to be an important factor in significantly reducing circuit failure rates due to variability. Of course, this comes at the expense of additional power consumption, which is already a major factor for many types of designs. (i.e., 16-nm).
VI. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we present our simulation results to illustrate the impact of major variability concerns on the access time and performance of next-generation SRAM. First, we use our own model, VAR-TX, to show and analyze the impact of process, operation, and temperature variation (namely Vth affected by temperature) on access time. Then, we use our own slightly modified version of Cao's model [2] to show and analyze the impact of NBTI on the delay of 16-nm SRAM.
We used the mixed-signal Ultrasim simulator (MMSIM72-Ultrasim64, Cadence Inc.) to produce the results presented in this section.
A. ACCESS-TIME
We characterize our access-time results with the following terms:
ACS (ACcess time Squared): minimum access time for an SRAM where the optimal organization takes a square shape. ACS is always larger than or equal to ACI. ACI (ACcess time Ideal): similar to ACS, but the optimal organization need not take a square shape.
ACavg (ACcess time average): the mean access time for a SRAM of any shape, as affected by the process variations.
ACH (ACcess time High): the slowest possible access time for a SRAM of any shape, as affected by the process variations.
ACL (ACcess-time Low): the fastest possible access time, and the opposite of ACH.
The two upper curves in Fig. 13 show two access time traces for the 16-nm technology. The trace with the sharp peak depicts ACS (upper dashed line); the more linear trace just below ACS shows ACI. The lower traces in the plot analytically break ACI down into its several components, such as bank select or precharge time. The large diamonds surrounding ACS are Hspice results. The triads of numbers (e.g., 
Size and organization: SRAM delay is a function of SRAM size and organization.
Arguing square policy: Comparison of the ACS and ACI traces reveals that perfectly square SRAMs do not always produce minimum delays, especially for medium-size units. This finding contradicts previously published work [9] , [33] , [81] and common expectations that have found that the minimum delays are always produced by perfectly square SRAMs (and never by non-square SRAMs). However, our model shows that it is possible, in some cases, that the delay of a non-square SRAM can be shorter than the delay of a perfectly square SRAM of the same size. This is due to the fact that the previous studies base their assumptions heavily on the Elmore delay (delay due to the resistance and capacitance of wiring/routing), which is minimized with a perfectly square SRAM. Although intuitively correct, those studies do not take into account the cumulative effect of differently sized components of the SRAM. For example, the longer routing delay of non-square SRAM can be compensated for by making one of the SRAM components, such as the output driver, a bit bigger while making the row decoder a bit smaller.
This means it is possible to achieve a faster access time by selecting an optimum organization and architecture for the SRAM. If one compares the left side of the ACS and ACI traces in Fig. 13 , it is apparent that the SRAM access time can be reduced by up to 31% by favoring one or more SRAM input specification over others. For example, word-size can be favored over the number of rows. This ''favoritism'' involves a negligible amount of extra area and cost for more senseamps and flip-flops.
Various component delays: Precharge and SixTXArray component delays are much larger than the other component delays. Mitigating this is the fact that SRAM stability increases with sufficiently large pre-charging and discharging times. The large delay times for the Precharge and SixTXArray components effectively outweigh delays from the row decoder, column decoder, and wordline and bitline segmenting. SRAM delay variability tends to be partially obscured as well; this effect will be explained further below.
ACS approaching ACI due to banking: Whereas the left wings of the ACS and ACI traces differ for SRAM sizes up to 8KB (Point B), the right wings are nearly linear and almost overlap. Beyond Point B, the advantage of multiple banks kicks in, changing not only output driver behaviour, but also permitting bank arrangements that make ACS almost the equal of ACI. The nearly linear increase in both ACS and ACI beyond Point B is mostly due to the fact that the output driver changes from parallel to serial mode.
Benefits of intelligent balancing: Finally, we see that intelligent balancing of different SRAM components can provide two benefits. First, optimum delays for larger SRAMs can be reduced nearly to those for small and medium-sized SRAMs. And second, when large-SRAM delays increase with SRAM size in a near-linear fashion, delay and variability become more predictable. 
B. CUMULATIVE Vth, L, AND Vdd VARIABILITY
As explained in Section IVB, access time is influenced by I d,sat and bitline capacitance. I d,sat , in turn, is influenced by the process and operation parameters (Vth, L, and Vdd) and their variation. In that section, we saw that I d,sat has a quadratic dependence on the difference between the gate voltage and threshold voltage (V gs − V th ) and a linear dependence on the channel length dimensions (W and L), oxide thickness (t ox ), and bitline capacitance. Fig. 14 shows the cumulative probability distribution of the access-time for four different SRAM sizes, with the assumed parameter variations presented in Section IIB (i.e., independent WID variations of 8.8% for Vth, 4.4% for L, and 2% for Vdd and independent VOLUME 2, 2014 
D2D variations of 4% for Vth and L, and 2% for Vdd).
Several observations follow from Fig. 14: 1. SRAM access-time variation is a function of SRAM size and organization.
2. The results show that the cumulative probability of access-time variation grows with an increase in row size. The lowest row width (curve C1, 4 × 64, showing the smallest σ = 9.2%) displays a much lower cumulative probability than the largest row width (curve C2, 32 × 64, showing the largest σ = 13.19%).
3. Comparing the different SRAM sizes, we can deduce that as area is increased, the cumulative probability of variation is only slightly larger. This holds not just for access-time but for power as well (not shown).
4. Comparing the PDF traces of access-time of 16-nm SRAMs with 45-nm and 180-nm SRAMs reveals that the variation of SRAM increases with technology scaling.
C. INDIVIDUAL Vth, L, & Vdd VARIATIONS
Two interesting observations follow from Table 3 , which lists the individual impacts of transistor threshold voltage, transistor length, and supply voltage variations on the accesstime variation for three different technology generations and several different SRAM sizes:
1. Variation of the access-time due to Vth variation is much larger for the newer nodes than for the older nodes. For example, whereas the variation of access-time due to Vth variation barely reaches 2.5% in 180-nm 64KB, it easily exceeds 7.5% and 9.8% in 45-nm 64KB and 16-nm 64KB, respectively. A similar trend in the 32-nm node is observed elsewhere [11] .
2. Scaling the technology from the older node (180-nm) to the newer nodes (16-nm and/or 45-nm) shifts the main contribution to the variation in access-time from L variation (about 3.6% in 180-nm 64KB) to Vth variation (about 9.83% in 16-nm 64KB). Scaling from the larger to the smaller technology impacts Vth variation drastically, while the variation of access-time due to Vdd variation increases a modest 5% or so. The change in the relative impact of parameter variation between the technology nodes is particular to each parameter, of course. Oxide thickness reduction accounts for most of the Vth change; lithography improvements that allow fabrication of smaller transistors at higher precision impact L; and reducing the supply voltage from ∼1.8V to ∼1.1V and to ∼0.9V affects Vdd variability.
In Fig. 15(a) , we show the probability density function (PDF) of 180-nm ACI due to WID+D2D variation for each device parameter separately (Vth, L, and Vdd). The mean of each distribution is aligned at 0.29 ns. Comparing the three PDFs with each other, it is clear that ACI due to Vdd variation has the narrowest distribution, followed by Vth and L. This difference in the widths of the three PDF curves is a direct measure of the standard deviation, and therefore variability, of ACI due to the three parameters. The 3-sigma delay due to each of these three parameters follows the same pattern, meaning that L causes the worst deviation in access-time for the 180-nm node. Fig. 15(b) shows a plot similar to Fig. 15(a) , except that it is for the 16-nm node and it is the PDF due to Vth that has the largest width. The same pattern holds for the 45-nm case (not shown). This and other similar experimental results confirm that the performance-limiting parameter in newer nodes such as 45-nm and 16-nm is not L, but the Vth.
In other words, going from older nodes to newer nodes has swapped the magnitude variability role of L and Vth. Table 3 validates our preceding discussion regarding the change in the impact of L and Vth variability on access-time, due to technology scale down. However, the effect of Vdd variation on access-time in newer nodes shows comparatively little change. Fig. 16 compares wordline 3σ corner-point delay variability to bitline 3σ cornerpoint delay variability for the 16-nm node.
D. WORDLINE vs. BITLINE VARIABILITY
To allow a comparison between the upper (the slowest possible access-time) and the lower (the fastest possible accesstime) 3σ corner-points to ACI, both ACH and ACL traces are shown. The horizontal axis extends from minimum modelled wordlines and maximum modelled bitlines at left to the reverse case of maximum wordlines and minimum bitlines at right. Several interesting observations follow from Fig. 16: 1. We see that delay variability in the large-bitline cases substantially exceeds delay variability in the largewordline cases. One can control long-bitline variability to a degree, with well-chosen bitline segmenting. Control over long-wordline variability is harder to achieve since oxide thickness-and therefore Vth-varies across long wordlines, and is especially problematic at the extreme ends.
2. The decrease in SRAM delay variability with a larger number of wordlines comes at a price, however. When there are more than the optimal number of wordlines (more than 128 in our 6T-SRAM), access-time climbs steeply. This effect is less pronounced for the 45-nm and 180-nm nodes (not shown). The physical parameter most responsible for the variation difference between the nodes is the 50% reduction in oxide thickness in going from a larger node to a smaller node.
3. The upper 3σ variation ACH is always larger than its corresponding lower 3σ variation ACL. This means the access-time of SRAM is more likely to increase than decrease due to process variations.
4. The rise of the access-time on the extreme left-end of the ACI trace is due to the large number of columns (i.e., 128) used in non-optimum organizations (i.e., 
E. BANK VARIABILITY
In general, the variability of large SRAMs declines when SRAMs are divided into smaller sized banks. Such decline in variability, however, comes at the expense of increased delay, power, and area in most cases. Fig. 17 shows how access-time variability improves in the 16-nm 64KB 6T-SRAM when more banks are used. Similar, but smaller, improvements are seen for the 45-nm (32% less) and 180-nm (70% less) nodes as well [31] . There are two different sets of plots in Fig. 17 , each set composed of three traces. One set (purple traces) represents an organization with a wordwidth of 64 bits and the other set (orange traces) represents an organization with a wordwidth of 1024 bits. In both sets, the ACI trace represents the ideal access-time with no variability, and the +sigma and −sigma traces represent the VOLUME 2, 2014 FIGURE 17. Bank Variability; Access-time variation vs. number of banks-illustrating 1-sigma corner points (+sigma, −sigma) variability of ACI (ideal access-time) for two different organizations (wordwidth=64bits and wordwidth=1024bits) for a 16-nm 64KB SRAM divided into 1 to 128 bank.
upper variation (slower) access-time and the lower variation (faster) access-time, respectively. Looking at Fig. 17 , we can observe that an increase in bank number from 1 to 128 leads to a decrease in ACI variation, as the upper variation of ACI (+σ trace) decreases from 13.7% to 10.8% for BW=64 (purple) and from 16.9% to 12.8% for BW=1024 (orange).
This means SRAM variability decreases as the number of banks increases. The main reason SRAM variation (±σ ) declines with a larger number of banks is related to the smaller number of bitlines used in smaller banks. A smaller number of bitlines means shorter wordlines. This, in turn, means more correlation and a smaller possibility of a mismatch between the 6T-cells on the same short wordlines, and also a smaller probability of variation between the transistors in those cells. Other factors, such as a smaller number of rows, smaller area, and smaller loading effects on the output bus used in smaller sized banks, are also among the reasons why SRAM variation (±σ ) declines with a larger number of banks. However, the impact of these secondary factors on variability is not as much as that incurred by the bitlines. Our model's distance correlation incorporates the increase in the probability of oxide thickness variation as wordlines and bitlines increase in length.
The price for reducing overall SRAM variation by raising the number of banks (above the optimum number of banks) is a considerable area increase, a tolerable power increase, and a delay increase due to output bank loading. This trade-off phenomenon is shown in Fig. 17 and is illustrated by PDF curves in Figs. 18(a) and 18(b) . Fig. 17 shows that the accesstime for both cases starts and/or continues to increase as the 64kB SRAM is divided into more than 8 banks. Similarly, Fig. 18(a) and 18(b) show that the access-time (or the mean) of the curves x 128 and y 128 (having smaller sigma) is larger than the curves x 8 and y 8 (having moderately larger variation). Simply put, the price for ∼3% improvement in variability is about 28% decline in speed.
Designers should also be aware of potential SRAM yield declines when the number of banks increases. The latter effect stems from the increased hardware-failure probability with larger transistor numbers. Table 4 summarizes the mean and standard deviation of the distribution of access-time (PDF) for the aforementioned two different organization sets (wordwidth=64bits and wordwidth=1024bits), as the number of banks is swept from 1 to 128. Looking at Table 4 , we can see that the reduction in sigma generally corresponds to an increase in mean and vice versa. Table 4 also shows that the variability of SRAMs using narrower wordwidth architecture (i.e., wordwidth=64 bits) is less than the variability of SRAMs using wider wordwidth architecture (i.e., wordwidth=1024 bits) for a same number of banks. For example, in the case of SRAM having only one bank, a sigma=13.7% for wordwidth=64 bits is less than a sigma=16.9% for wordwidth=1024 bits. Similarly, in case of SRAM having 32 banks, a sigma =10.8% for wordwidth=64 bits is less than a sigma=12.2% for wordwidth=1024 bits.
Finally, the results in Table 4 (as well as the comparison between the x 128 and y 128 traces in Fig. 18 ) reveal that both the mean and the sigma of the organizations with larger wordwidth (i.e., wordwidth=1024bits) are larger than the mean and sigma of the organizations with smaller wordwidth (i.e., wordwidth=64 bits). Such a difference, however, is less of a concern since the SRAM can typically be designed around the optimum architecture specifications. For example, the designer can pick a y 8 trace specification over a y 128 trace specification when having a wordwidth of 1024 bits is desired.
All this means that, although overall variability decreases and overall reliability increases in SRAMs with larger bank numbers, the delay times soar and the yields decline to some degree. Luckily, such an increase in delay and decline in yield is generally acceptable in the optimally designed architecture cases, but this is not necessarily the case for non-optimally designed architectures. The best approach, therefore, is to design around the optimum architecture, where the accesstime is close to the smallest possible delay and has a modest variation. Whether or not such a balance between delay and variation offered by optimal architecture design can be tolerated will depend on the individual application.
F. TEMPERATURE IMPACT ON RELATIVE SWITCHING FREQUENCY
Temperature variation is caused by spatially-and temporallyvarying factors. These variations are becoming more severe and harder to tolerate as technology scales to submicron feature sizes. As illustrated in Section VIC, of the three key process parameters subject to variation (Vth, L eff , and Vdd), threshold voltage (Vth) is the most important because its variation has a substantial impact on two major properties of the SRAM/processor: the frequency it attains and the leakage power it dissipates. Moreover, Vth is also a strong function of temperature, which increases its variability [11] . The simulated plots shown in Fig. 19 (for 16-nm) agree with the corresponding results in VARIUS [11] , except that the declining slope of the relative switching frequency due to a temperature increase is almost twice as steep as for VARIUS (32-nm). Such a high rate in the relative switching frequency is most likely due to the existence of a larger drain current, larger wire resistance, and larger junction capacitance (C j ) inherent in the smaller 16-nm technology node modeling.
One of the most harmful effects of variation is that some sections of the chip are slower than others-either because their transistors are intrinsically slower or because high temperature or low supply voltage renders them so. As a result, circuits in these sections may be unable to propagate signals fast enough and may suffer timing errors. To avoid these errors, designers in upcoming technology generations (i.e., 16-nm) may slow down the frequency of the processor or create overly conservative designs. It has been suggested that parameter variation may wipe out most of the potential gains provided by one technology generation [27] .
As we discussed in the first three sections, the important first step to redress this trend is to understand how parameter variation affects the timing errors in high-performance SRAMs and processors. Based on this, we can devise techniques to cope with the problem-hopefully recouping the full gains offered by every technology generation. Several of VOLUME 2, 2014 our references (especially [31] ) have attempted to accomplish this task by presenting several recent advanced techniques that can either remedy or minimize such adverse effects on the chip performance. One example is runtime adoption techniques that can be employed to balance the workload throughout the many core system and thus decreasing peak temperatures and gradients [34] . We incorporated most of these suggested techniques in the design for our simulations to produce both the data needed for our VAR-TX modelling and the plots presented in this section.
Here, we present two plots that illustrate the impact of temperature on frequency.
As discussed in Section IVB, the impact of temperature on delay is not as dramatic as the impact of temperature on leakage power. Fig. 19 illustrates the impact of temperature on the relative switching frequency for a 16-nm 64KB SRAM. As we can see in Fig. 19 , the dependence of temperature on the relative switching frequency is not very strong. All five plots (with the middle one Vth=0.220V used as reference) follow a similar modest decreasing trend. FIGURE 20. Probability distribution of the relative chip frequency as a function of Vth's σ (varied due to temperature change). We use Vth = 0.480V at 27 • C, 27 gates in the critical path, and 2000 critical paths in our 16-nm 64KB SRAM design. Fig. 20 shows the effect of temperature on the frequency of SRAM. Assuming that every critical path in an SRAM consists of n cp gates and that a modern SRAM chip has hundreds of critical paths, Bowman et al. [27] compute the probability distribution of the longest critical path delay in the chip (max{T cp }). Such a path determines the SRAM frequency (1/ max T cp ). Using this approach, we find that the value of Vth's σ (resulting from a variation in temperature) affects the chip frequency. Fig. 20 shows the probability distribution of the chip frequency for four different values of Vth's σ . A smaller σ represents a smaller variation in Vth due to smaller range of possible temperature changes (i.e., 27 • C to 50 • C) and a larger σ represents a larger variation in Vth due to larger range of possible temperature changes (i.e., 27 • C to 125 • C).
The frequency (F) is normalized to the case of an SRAM without Vth variation (F 0 ). The PDF curves in Fig. 20 show that as σ increases the mean chip frequency decreases and the chip frequency distribution becomes more spread out. In other words, given a batch of chips, as the σ of Vth increases, the mean frequency of the batch decreases and at the same time, an individual chip's frequency deviates more from the mean.
G. NBTI SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The analysis of NBTI is inherently more complicated than that of other traditional reliability issues, such as hot-carrier injection (HCI) [82] , [83] . In addition to its dependency on supply voltage and temperature, NBTI exhibits the unique property of having distinct stress and recovery behavior during a circuit's dynamic operation, as illustrated in the following two subsections.
1) SUPPLY VOLTAGE AND TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF NBTI
NBTI has strong dependence on Vdd and T [61] , [84] . The nominal Vdd is assumed to be 0.7V and the nominal T is 80 • C. The data for the 16-nm Vdd and T profiles are extrapolated from data for an industrial 65-nm design provided by Wang et al. [2] . Based on the extrapolated data, the variations of Vdd and T for the whole chip are assumed to be within 10% for NBTI analysis. For the purpose of circuit timing analysis, we follow Cao's method [2] and select five representative operating conditions with different combinations of Vdd and T: high Vdd and high T (HH), low Vdd and low T (LL), high Vdd and low T (HL), low Vdd and high T (LH), and normal Vdd and normal T (NN) . In order to analyze the temperature dependence in a wider range, we also include one more condition: low Vdd and room temperature (LL'). Using the formula, algorithm, and procedure outlined by Cao [2] , we obtain the delay degradation for our different SRAM circuits after one year, five years, and ten years of stressas illustrated in Table 5 . From Table 5 , we make the following three important observations for dynamic circuit operation:
1. Temperature has a bigger impact on the degradation of circuit performance than the operating supply voltage. For instance, after ten years of stress, the delay degradation of circuit arc N is about 19.2% under the LH condition, while it is about 14.1% under the LL condition. The degradation difference caused by temperature is about 5%. If we further reduce T to room temperature, the delay degradation can be reduced to about 10.5%. Therefore, lowering the temperature is a very effective approach to minimize NBTI.
2. Within the allowed 10% voltage variation, tuning the operating Vdd does not show any advantage in reducing NBTI. For example, the delay degradation of circuit arcO is about 7.7% under the LH condition, while it is 7.3% under the HH condition. The degradation difference caused by voltage is only 0.4%. 3. Although lower operating Vdd is generally preferred to reduce the amount of circuit aging, this does not hold true for scaled CMOS design, as observed in our simulation results. On the contrary, lower operating voltage may lead to more circuit timing degradation for the 16-nm technology node, as shown in Fig. 21 . Given the stress time, there exists an optimum operating Vdd that achieves the minimum amount of circuit delay degradation. When Vdd is lower than that value, circuit performance becomes increasingly sensitive to changes in Vth, and thus, the degradation rate climbs even though the absolute increase of Vth is smaller than that at higher Vdd. On the other hand, when Vdd is higher than that value, the amount of Vth increases exponentially, dominating the performance degradation. The exact value of the optimum operating Vdd also depends on the technology node and the circuit structure.
In summary, during dynamic operation, NBTI-induced degradation is relatively insensitive to supply voltage, but strongly dependent on temperature. In addition, there is an optimum supply voltage that leads to the minimum circuit performance degradation; the circuit degradation rate actually goes up if the supply voltage is lower than that optimum value. Since our simulation results agree with those of [2] , we have confidence that the NBTI analysis presented in this section is valid.
2) INPUT CONTROL IN STATIC AND DYNAMIC OPERATION
In addition to the dependence on Vdd and T, NBTI has an optimum gate voltage, as well. For a pMOS, a gate bias at Vdd helps the recovery, while a gate bias at ''0'' stresses the transistor. A longer time spent in recovery (i.e., lower duty cycle) corresponds to smaller changes in Vth for the transistor. Because of this mechanism, NBTI is strongly affected by node activity. In standby mode, this implies a dependence on input patterns; during the dynamic operation, the duty cycle further impacts the relative time between stress and recovery [2] .
Depending on the input patterns and duty cycle, over 75% of previous NBTI-induced degradation can be annealed by biasing the pMOS gate at the supply voltage (Vdd) [61] , [84] . Therefore, the recovery phase and its dependence on node switching activity are critical to the analysis and design margining for the NBTI-induced degradation. The Vth change under dynamic conditions is dramatically different from that in the static mode. Because of the rapid annealing at the beginning stage of the recovery even a small recovery period (i.e., signal probability close to 1) greatly reduces the overall degradation by more than 50% of the static stress. This property is confirmed by silicon data [85] , [86] and experimental results. Therefore, an accurate prediction of performance degradation should include not only Vdd and T, but also the switching activity of the node. These parameters are neither spatially nor temporally uniform, but vary significantly from gate to gate and over time due to the uncertainty in circuit topologies and operations. These non-uniformities need to be incorporated into the degradation analysis for both shortterm and long-term predictions. Otherwise, a simple static analysis may provide an extremely pessimistic estimation, and consequently, result in drastic over-margining. So far, design and tool research are in the early stages of addressing emerging reliability needs [2] . The impact of static NBTI on the performance of combinational circuits was analyzed by P. Bipul et al. [87] . These authors demonstrate that by resizing the paths that are most sensitive to NBTI, it is possible to mitigate the increase of path delay of the entire circuit. They show, on average, an increase of 8.7% in circuit size is required for 70-nm technology. An algorithm for determining the amount of delay degradation of a circuit due to NBTI is provided by S. Kumar et al. [88] .
Using the data flow and structure of the Framework introduced by W. Wang et al. [2] (Fig. 22) , we estimated the delay degradation due to NBTI for our 16-nm design. The temporal degradation of our circuit performance had a dependency on both technology and design conditions. First, we made an accurate model of Vth degradation at the transistor level. For VOLUME 2, 2014 FIGURE 22. NBTI timing analysis framework [2] .
NBTI, we used predictive transistor models to characterize the timing behaviour of various basic circuit building gates, such as NAND and NOR gates. An NBTI-aware library could then be built upon these predictive models. Given a circuit netlist, the new library further supported a timing analysis algorithm that is a simple and efficient way to calculate the circuit performance degradation. By including transistorlevel modelling of other reliability mechanisms, such as HCI and NCS, the aforementioned framework is extendable to analyze other aging effects. Fig. 23(a) shows one single typical random input sequence within a ten-cycle period-in which there are n ''0''s and (10 − n) ''1''s. An extreme case of such a random sequence is shown in Fig. 23(b) . This input vector has only 1 flip within ten cycles, i.e., α is equal to 0.9. This means that the stress time is much longer than the recovery time. Here, the term of [α/min(α, 1 − α)] is defined to capture how many cycles are spent in the stress phase. In the case of Fig. 23(b) , this term is equal to 9.
The simulation results for nodes smaller than 70-nm (i.e., 65-nm and 45-nm) show that there is around an 8% delay degradation in combinational logic circuits after ten years of stress [2] . The simulation results for our 16-nm SRAM circuits show a higher delay degradation of around 10.3% after ten years of stress. The expected higher percentage of delay degradation for 16-nm, as compared to those of the larger technology nodes, is due to the smaller oxide thickness, stronger electric field, etc. used in the 16-nm node.
It is imperative to note that despite a considerable amount of work performed so far by many researchers such as W. Wang et al., an accurate and comprehensive understanding of NBTI is still not available to guide reliable design to minimize its impact. Consequently, the results shown in this section should only be considered rough estimates, rather than accurate predictions of circuit aging.
The analysis of our findings regarding the impact of multiple inputs and duty cycle on NBTI degradation is presented as parts A and B in the remainder of this subsection.
a: INPUT PATTERN DEPENDENCE (STATIC MODE)
For a circuit containing n inputs, each input signal can be either set to ''1'' or ''0'' during the standby mode. Thus, the circuit can have at most 2 n possible input patterns. Since NBTI has a strong dependence on the input pattern of the circuit, different input patterns will result in significantly different delay degradations. An input vector that results in the least delay degradation of the circuit is referred to as the best standby mode. Similarly, an input vector that results in the most delay degradation is referred to as the worst standby mode. Much like Wang et al. [2] , we estimate the best and worst standby modes by sampling the circuit with 500 different input vectors. By biasing several selected SRAM circuits under the worst and the best standby modes, we compare their delay degradations for one, five, and ten year periods and record the results. Based on the results, we see that the delay degradation caused by NBTI can be greatly reduced by applying the optimal input pattern to the entire circuit in the standby mode. A typical example is circuit { 8:64:128 1:1:1 }. After ten years, the delay degradation for the worst standby mode is about 46%, while under the best standby mode it is about 11%. The delay degradation can change by more than a factor of 4 for different input patterns. Like NBTI, the leakage current of a circuit also has a strong dependence on the input pattern. Therefore, if the application in which the SRAM is used allows a set of pre-selected input patterns in the standby mode, both the temporal degradation caused by NBTI and the circuit leakage can be minimized. Again, this result is validated by its similarity to the results of Wang et al. [2] .
b: DUTY CYCLE DEPENDENCE (DYNAMIC MODE)
For a circuit operating in the dynamic mode, the probability that each input can take a value of ''1'' or ''0'' can be any value between 0 and 1. For a given circuit with n inputs, α i , i ε {1, . . . , n}, is the duty cycle of input i. Like Wang et al. [2] , we define one combination of {α 1 , α 2 , . . . α n } as one α set. Since for an n-input circuit, the number of distinct α sets can be infinite, we choose five typical values in order to analyze the impact of different α sets on the circuit performance: 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9 for each α i . Thus, in the α sets, all α are set to either 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, or 0.9.
To observe how the duty cycle affects the delay degradation of circuits over time, we apply the formula/methods outlined by Cao et al. [2] . We use three different α sets on two of our selected SRAM architectures (where I stands for { ) . We observe that, within the same architecture, different α sets can result in very different timing degradation. For example, after one year of stress, the delay degradation of circuit I (the bottom curves, Fig. 24 ) with an input duty cycle of α set3 is nearly 2× larger than that with α set1. In addition, the difference in delay degradation ( ) increases with time, i.e., 2 is much larger than 1. As mentioned previously, NBTI is clearly related to the gate bias due to its exponential dependence on the electrical field. Therefore, for a circuit operating in the dynamic mode, NBTI-induced degradation can be reduced by adjusting the input signal α such that it stays in the recovery state longer.
FIGURE 24. Delay degradation over time for various duty cycle sets of two sample circuits (circuit I and circuit II). Fig. 24 illustrates that the delay degradation profile of the circuit after ten years has a much wider spread than the degradation after one year. That is, with increasing time, different α sets tend to generate diversified effects on the circuit degradation. In other words, several α sets might result in a similar circuit delay degradation in a short time period. However, in the long term, they can result in very different degradations.
Furthermore, our experiments (in accord with [2] ) show that using a higher number of input α sets tends to generate a larger timing degradation and a wider path delay distribution in the long run. This is because different input αs result in very different Vth, which correspondingly leads to wide distribution of circuit path timing. Therefore, modulating node activities will be a very useful design tool to mitigate NBTI for dynamic operation. Modulating node activities, however, has its own limitations and comes with some disadvantages if used for critical paths in SRAM circuits. For example, the reduction of duty cycles on such signals as WRITE, WL (wordline pulse), or CLS (pulse for senseamp) can reduce the stability and robustness of SRAM.
In summary, circuit performance degradation due to NBTI is highly sensitive to input vectors. The difference in delay degradation could be up to 5× for various static and dynamic operations.
H. SRAM YIELD-ESTIMATION MODEL
The D2D and WID variations and, hence, failure probability (P F ) of SRAM is directly related to the yield of the memory chip [10] . To estimate the yield, we use Monte Carlo simulations for D2D distributions of Vth, L, and Vdd (assumed to be Gaussian) in our model. An embedded algorithm takes the result of the Monte Carlo simulation along with the given desired maximum power and area to determine the optimum yield. The algorithm discards the delays not meeting both of the required maximum allowable power and area and selects the smallest delay meeting both the given desired total power and area. For each D2D value of the parameters (say Vth D2D , L D2D , and Vdd D2D ) we estimate probability failure (P F = 1 − CDF) considering the WID distribution of Vth, L, Vdd, where CDF is the cumulative distribution function. Finally, the yield is defined as expressed by Mukhopadhyay [10] . 20) where N D2D is the total number of D2D Monte Carlo simulations (i.e., total number of chips). An increase in the WID variation (i.e., σ Vth , σ L , σ Vdd ) increases the memory-failure probability, thereby reducing the yield.
This means that without proper cell transistor sizing and careful choice of SRAM architecture, yield can suffer significantly. For example, using close to minimum size width for the pull down transistors of each 6T-cell can increase both the read delay and delay variation. Similarly, increasing the number of cells in a column increases capacitance and leakage current of bitlines and also increases the access-time, resulting in an increase in P F , and therefore a decline in yield. Hence, for yield enhancement the cell configurations and the memory architecture need to be optimized, considering a given minimum area and power constraints. In this estimation, we have assumed a standard deviation of 4% for D2D distribution of Vth and L, and 2% for Vdd. Table 6 shows the yield results for 16-nm 64KB SRAM, using the method expressed by Eq. (20) . A similar trend holds for all other sizes of 16-nm SRAM-which is about 3% and 5% lower than the trend observed in 45-nm and 180-nm, respectively. To quantify the approximation error empirically, we compared the results obtained from our model with the empirical results obtained from our actual transistor-level SRAM circuits. The approximation error was below 8%. Unless new advancements are made, the estimated yields shown in Table 6 are expected to decline when the impact of other variability factors such as metal gate granularity (MGG), Bias Temperature Instability (BTI), Trap-Assisted Tunnelling (TAT)-causing gigantic random telegraph noise (RTN) [99]-and strained silicon effect [95] are included in Eq. (20) . While these factors decrease the yield, the growing self-tracking and adaptive design techniques can help improve the yield by tracking and subsequently mitigating the factors responsible for the post-silicon variation.
VII. ONGOING AND FUTURE WORK
Variability has typically been addressed by process, device, and circuit designers (traditionally called hardware designers) and rarely by software designers. Recent studies show that many of hardware-related variability issues can be addressed by software-related techniques, which could lead to increased chip yields at lower costs [29] , [89] .
In the future, better integration and collaboration between hardware and software will be required. As technology trends force building toward typical-case designs, error detection and recovery mechanisms will become pervasive both in the microprocessor and system on chip designs. To sustain continued increases in performance, we must identify and develop new machine organizations that are capable of dynamically detecting and recovering from errors in the field across all layers of the computing stack, including computer architecture, system software, and applications. The development of such new machine organizations provides two benefits:
1. The performance inefficiencies that arise at each layer from maintaining strict abstraction between hardware and software are eliminated, and 2. Power and area overheads that arise from the use of circuit-and microarchitectural-level techniques that mitigate the various sources of failures (Section III) are eliminated as well. For example, clock gating in high-performance processors can cause unacceptable stresses on the power delivery network. Although the resulting inductive noise, or Ldi/dt, can be handled using mechanisms that reduce voltage swings caused by large dynamic current, those mechanisms incur their own set of problems and performance impacts [18] .
Simply put, we must look for ways to build reliable systems from unreliable devices using cross-layer solutions. We need a result obtained through a reactive approach to the design of high-performance, low-cost processors that, as these authors [18] put it, resembles the children's game ''Whack-AMole'': see a problem, design a solution, optimize the solution, look for the next problem, and repeat.
One major study, called ''Expedition,'' has made some efforts to handle variability at higher layers of abstraction [29] . For instance, software schemes have been used to address voltage [90] or temperature variability [91] .
The Expedition research attempts to holistically and proactively exploit hardware variability across multiple abstraction levels, as well as across different subsystems of computing platforms. The exploitation of such cross-layer techniques is planned to continue into visionary ones, like future on-chip systems that will, expectedly, evolve into complex Cyberphysical Systems-on-Chip technology [34] .
The Expedition project is a part of a larger push for the Under-designed and Opportunistic (UnO) computing paradigm [29] . UnO machines make a paradigm shift away from a traditional ''crash-and-recover approach to errors'' towards an approach that makes proactive measurements and predicts parametric and functional deviations to ensure continued system operation and availability. This will preempt impact on software applications, rather than just reacting to failures (as is the case in fault-tolerant computing) or under-delivering along power/performance/reliability axes.
In other words, instead of guardbanding systems-which partially masks the presence of variability at the cost of over-design with less than optimal power and performanceExpedition encourages device manufacturers and designers to build variation-aware software stacks that may adapt and opportunistically exploit said variations to increase system performance and minimize power consumption. The major application of the proposed software stacks is the memory subsystem-which is one of the largest components in today's computing system, a main contributor to the overall power consumption of the system, and therefore one of the most vulnerable components to the effects of variations (e.g., power). Through their suggested memory management strategy, the authors of Expedition suggest opportunistically exploiting the hardware variations in on-chip and off-chip memory at the system level through the deployment of variation-aware software stacks. For the envisioned UnO machines challenges related to the sensing infrastructure, software interfaces, and modeled hardware, the interested reader can consult our references [24] , [29] .
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we confronted the most important variation and reliability issues impacting the performance of on-chip 6T-SRAMs of today, and especially that of the next generation node with a two-pronged approach:
1. Using our VAR-TX model
• We significantly expanded on our recently published model VAR-TX [1] -that considers both D2D and architecture-dependent, spatially-correlated WID variations of device threshold voltage (Vth), length (L), and supply voltage (Vdd)-by presenting a number of new experimental simulation results to help predict and therefore minimize the delay and delay variation.
• We provided a quick overview of 6T-SRAM cell design challenges and briefly reviewed our model assumptions and implementation.
• We classified the major type of variations and presented the main causes for failure.
• We presented a comprehensive analysis of selected simulation results regarding access-time to help predict and thereby minimize the impact of process, operation, and temperature variations (PVT) on SRAM variability.
• We showed that how selecting the optimal architecture can increase the yield in SRAM.
• We also showed that perfectly-square banks do not necessarily lead to minimum access-times.
Using others' models
• We presented several other new experimental simulation results (generated not by VAR-TX but by our slightly modified versions of some other well-received models to illustrate and mitigate the impact of NBTI (Negative Bias Temperature Instability) on the aging of 16-nm 6T-SRAMs.
• Additionally, we discussed several other key reliability issues, such as SNM (Static Noise Margin), IR-Drop, Ldi/dt, EM (electromigration), etc., and provided the corresponding mitigation techniques. While some of these topics were aimed at reducing the variability and increasing stability, reliability, and robustness of 6T-SRAM, some others intended to keep the associated power and energy in check while trying to increase the speed.
• Finally, we highlighted several active research projects -such as Hardware and Software Collaboration-that we believe are the prominent subject matters crucial for further future variability minimization and reliability improvements. We tested the high accuracy of our simulation results (show to be within 8% of Hspice results) and validated them by comparing our results with Monte Carlo simulation and access-time method discussed by Mukhopadhyay and VARIUS [10] , [11] , using the method explained in our prior work [1] .
Such a two-pronged approach helped us predict and therefore minimize the impact of all three different types of variations (namely Operational, Fabrication, and Implementation) on the performance of our 6T-SRAMs.
Researchers shall develop even more effective variation-tolerant techniques for random and systematic variations in order to make the future node designs more tolerant to those unwanted variations-which can result from the manufacturing process, aging, or operational conditions [18] .
